Exposé

Essays from the Expository Writing Program

Anybody can die, evidently. Few
Go happily, inspiring joy,
Necrotic oblivion or pain, questions
Ratifying surrender. Time
Upends, vaxes window. X-rays
Yielding Zero.

Sweet times unafflicted,
Various world

ABC
Anybody can die, evidently. Few
Go happily, inspiring joy,
Knowledge, love, Many
Need oblivion, painkillers,
Quicker + respite.
Sweet time unafflicted,
Various world; —
X = your zenith.
ABC

Any body can die, evidently. Few
Go happily, irradiating joy,

Knowledge, love. Many
Need oblivion, painkillers,
Quickest respite.

Sweet time unafflicted,
Various world:

X=your Zenith.